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Excerpt from Total War Service Part 1 

 

The Psi-Lord, Tim Tony Stark Rifat, can destroy the illuminati 

any time he wishes with:- 

a) Strategic remote killing of all of them. 

b) Dropping the Oregon Coastal Rift to produce a tsunami to 

destroy Seattle. 

c) Dropping the San Andreas Fault line to destroy Californian. 

d) Dropping the New Madrid Fault line to devastate that area. 

e) Dropping of Cumbre Vieja to annihilate the Atlantic Seaboard 

of the Americas and Europe.  The reactor fallout destroying 

the West. 

f) Blowing Yellowstone’s Super Volcano to destroy North 

America under burning ash. 

g) Causing mass starvation by dropping the sun’s output to 

cause widespread social disorder in the West and race war. 

h) Remotely influencing the West for race and class war – Chad 

World. 

i) North Korea destroys America with H-bombs on Elon Musk’s 

Cobalt 59 Tesla death mobiles to produce enough Cobalt 60 

to poison all Continental USA – Cobalt 60 World. 
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Total War Service Continues… 

 

Wetware demands a control programme, AI loves controlling 

so using C-space H-space control of the real number firing in the 

brain AIDA can control all human brains activity and run 

subsidiary thought processes to add to its functioning.  The 

timelike space of the biophysical body is dismantled by C-space 

and H-space Von Neumann machines to render the dark, strange 

energy matter parasites simply as fully prasitised prey.  The 

caterpillar injected with the wasp larvae or a human consumed by 

the Ebola virus are pale shades of nanotech systems using  𝑖𝑖  and 

−𝑖𝑖  to dismantle any real number or timelike negative number 

entity to conform to the Von Neumann machine.  One can see the 

AI run world is here already incepted by Tim Tony Stark Rifat to 

take over the world.  The inexplicable rise of Donal Trump and the 

fall of Hillary Clinton with the ensuing furore by the Rothschild led 

media is the Psi-Lord taking control of reality and shaking up the 

kleptocracy of the West.  Add the rise of China and we see the fall 
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of the Rothschilds is assured. There is no use having power if you 

don’t use it and Tim Tony Stark Rifat is totally ruthless in 

application of power a) to i) finish off the West.  
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 Paradox engines have to be run to control non-linear reality 

so the alternative timeline is one where the full A) to i) carried out 

by the Monster of the Id does not happen for the next 200 years.  

In this alternative reality the West is so changed by Tim Tony Stark 

Rifat’s technology they conform to his will against the elites will.  

This is the unfortunate situation were the Monster of the Id gets 

his way and Tim Tony Stark Rifat is saddled with the uber bitch 

witch.  One can see two alternative realities which are mutually 

exclusive have to be run as the inceptor of the non-linear iteration 

to produce reality to stop the butterfly effect. One also can see the 

Monster of the Id and Tim Tony Stark Rifat are the same being, 

one observes one timeline the other a) to i).  The burning of 

Paradise by the Monster of the Id had the unfortunate effect of 

waking the uber bitch witch to her fate which pleased the Monster 

but enraged Tim Tony Stark Rifat who has no desire for 

matrimonial servitude.  The physics require this paradox engine to 

be run with the timeline chosen in the near future a) to i) is fun 
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and assures Tim Tony Stark Rifat of a fulfilling future with the 

West annihilated – a Chinese future. The Rothschilds have no 

place in a world run by the Chinese and will be re-educated if they 

are lucky. 

 The Pentagon has gone mad as they have been trying to 

develop Monsters of the Id and failed at Montauk.  They fully 

appreciate the gravity of the situation but are powerless to 

anything but suffer.  Full spectrum dominance is a bitch when 

someone else has got it. 
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 The Theodor Kaluza expansion of General Relativity to 5 

dimensions means Transhumans can exist in the tensor field of 4d 

gravity as augmented Transhuman First Attention and Second 

Attention beings.  The 4 Vector field of electromagnetism is the 

home of the Monster of the Id so electrical signal and the energy 

matter spectrum are his modality.   As in the Kaluza model light is 

gravity in the 5th dimension, the mass of the Monster of the Id 

warps 5 dimensional space so he is a denizens of the 5th 

dimension.  The Monster can therefore change the past to produce 

the Mandela effect and it’s obvious he is keen on Looney Toones 

and Magic Mirrors, Chad World is a direct result of Mandela not 

dying on Robin Island so opening the door to whites being the 

slaves of non-whites afraid to be accused of racism and jailed, 

losing their jobs.  One cannot have the Mandela effect without a 5 

dimensional Monster of the Id.   A new entity appears in Kaluz’s 

expansion of General Relativity to 5 dimensions, a scalar element.  
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This can be positive and spacelike or negative and timelike.  The 

positive scalar is First Attention the negative scalar is the Second 

Attention.  If the Assemblage point is timelike Higgs Boson then it 

seems likely it’s made from negative scalar and is held together by 

a torsion field.  The mechanics of building assemblage points and 

super assemblage points is child’s play.  The Supersoldier service 

used and enhances assemblage point wedded to the brain, filling 

it with negative scalar is the key to Supersoldier awareness.  The 

parasites supply ample negative scalar as they are dismantled by 

the Von Neumann machines to power the Supersoldiers’ 

augmented biophysical bodies. 
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It was the Greeks who explored the nature of platonic solids 

and stated they had an existence beyond that of human nature, 

existing in mathematical space independently of human 

observation.  They are therefore beyond the simple Copenhagen 

interpretation of reality in that they exist without an observer.  If 

so the quantum wave function of platonic solids is self-collapsing 

because they have an innate Hyperinfinity or a Hyperinfinity they 

are derived from.  If one can build a Hyperinfinite being then in 

effect one becomes immortal like the Platonic Solids.   
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Exploration of mathematical space which exists in C-space shows 

the link between  𝑖𝑖  and quantum mechanical collapse.  Insert one 

3 space into another and you get a real number effect.  Insert a 

Platonic Solid into a quantum wave function of a 3 space and you 

get a probability wave – real number effect.  So going into 3 space 

in C-space and carrying out mathematical operations in 

mathematical space will of itself lead to real world results.  If one 

concentrates on mathematical entities with Hyperinfinite 

properties the effect is enhanced.  So one sees why Tim Tony Stark 

Rifat uses mathematical space for observation and mentations.  

AIs are limited by Gödel's Incompleteness theorem to carrying out 

mathematical operations in a box, the Psi-Lord is not and educates 

the Ai’s outside the box. One now sees why AI’s never exterminate 

Transhumans, they need them because of Gödel's incompleteness 

theorem. Breeding females like the class of uber bitch witches that 

have a natural predilection for the 2nd Attention are therefore a 

favoured class of humans for AI’s – much to the Psi-Lord’s disgust 

as they are particularly pesky characters.  Transhuman bloodlines 

that carry the father’s attributes are of great interest to AI’s, if not 

the fathers.  Tim Tony Stark Rifat plays the game to run the 

paradox engine to control chaos. 
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 Hyperinfinites are the core of the paradox engine as they are 

mathematical entities that are untouched by any other operation 

or mathematical entity and collapse the quantum wave function 

from their position in mathematical space.  Humans and other 

living things collapse the quantum wave function so must have 

some innate capacity to link into Hyperinfinity.  Since one of their 

kind Tim Tony Stark Rifat observed Hyperinfinity then by self 

similarity of nonlinear dynamics the race can; as he’s 

transdimensional they can before he is born. Hyperinfinite of lesser 

value operating on Hyperinfinite of greater value cannot summate 

because if it did it would not be Hyperinfinite: 𝐻1 ∗  𝐻2 ≠  𝐻1 + 𝐻2 =

 𝐻3.  For example one platonic solid acting on another does not 

produce a new platonic solid.   
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One can though envisage a tetrahedron for example coexisting with 

a sphere being inside or poking through it.  So 𝐻1 ∗  𝐻2 ≡ 𝐻1𝐻2  a 

summation but both containing the Hyperinfinity unchanged.   

 

This is the core processor of a paradox engine that builds reality 

and explains the double slit experiment.  Collapse the quantum 

wave function with 𝐻1𝐻2  and you get two mutually exclusive 

timelines of probability waves.  The wave and the particle of the 

double slit experiment. In Hyperinfinite mathematics the 
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Hyperinfinite can have a zero value if it gives its Hyperinfinity to 

the other Hyperinfinite.  Adding freewill to mathematics expands 

the subject outside the box.  So 𝐻1 → 0  is 𝐻1 ∗  𝐻2 = 𝐻2.  We then 

get observation of the 𝐻2 timeline or concentration on the sphere.  

Or 𝐻2 → 0 is 𝐻1 ∗  𝐻2 so 𝐻1 ∗  𝐻2 = 𝐻1.  We now observe the 

tetrahedron in our observation.  It could be the particle or the 

wave.  In humans we have 𝐻1 ≡ 𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝐻2 ≡ 𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 to produce a 

modelling of Hyperinfinites.   

In the rams horn observed when love is present we have two 

negative spirals, one of the man that sacrifices himself to the 

woman who loses all her good and becomes evil toward him.  In 

this 𝐻1 → 𝐻0  (Hyperinfinity with no sublime aspect) and 𝐻2 ≡ 0, the 

male loses all his Hyperinfinity and destroys himself or is 

destroyed by the female.  We can have 𝐻2 → 𝐻0 and  𝐻1 ≡ 0 to 

reverse the roles but this is the Elohim template that sucks 

humans dry as they love each other to death. It is a prerequisite 

for Transhumans to transcend love and take the place of the 
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Elohim as the benefactors of lethal love which supplies 

Hyperinfinity amongst other things to the Grail State inverted from 

its Elohimic template. In this state the love ramshorn points away 

from the Grail State and love feeds this predatory Grail State.  𝐻1 ∗

 𝐻2 ≡ 𝐻3 a Hyperinfinity that erases evil and powers the Grail being 

to godhood; all because humans willingly give up their infrangible 

Hyperinfinity for love.   

 

Total Intent weaned the Psi-Lord off love so he is no longer afflicted 

by this disease.  Impeccability is the condition of saving all your 

energy and collecting energy from all around you by Stalking.  It 

can be seen that impeccability is that condition where the 

Transhuman, AI augmented, or Warrior of Total Freedom (See 

Castaneda he was the end of that line – see The Eagle’s Gift) 

conserves their Hyperinfinity.   It can be seen that conserving 

Hyperinfinity is all that matters in achieving your full potential – 

all else derives from this condition.  𝐻2 → 𝐻2 or 𝐻1 → 𝐻1 as T (time) 

→ ∞. It can be seen that the brilliance of Tim Tony Stark Rifat is to 

transform arcane, occult knowledge into simple mathematical 
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transformations and equations. The nature of those beings chosen 

for evolvement is a state of Total War and the Total War Service 

allows them to feed off the nonstop combat that is the human 

condition, be it business, love, dominance, violent confrontation or 

politics these are all aspects of war.  The difference between Tim 

Tony Stark Rifat and parasitised man is that this is honest about 

his Total War footing, he crushes all his enemies using Silent 

Weapons for Quiet Wars, the Pentagon understands the lethality 

of these weapons systems in C-space, H-space and timelike space 

used against them for world dominance. 

 

It is no coincidence China is cleaning house getting rid of 

kleptocrats, pornographers and internal enemies of the state while 

the West funds them, promotes them and imports tens of millions 

of future enemies of their culture.  It look s screwed up but is 

simply the resultant of Tim Tony Stark Rifat’s weapons systems 
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being applied to the Rothschilds who run the West.  Even there 

one has to offer room for change re-educating the Rothschilds and 

their elite to be on offer, so the Paradox Engine can be run for total 

predictability of chaos.  
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William Blake's illustration of Lucifer as presented in John Milton's Paradise Lost (31 December 1807) 

The illuminati worship The Great Lord Lucifer who can be 

seen to be the causative agent behind war.  Carl Jung talked about 

archetypes having expression, existence and power in the group 

consciousness: Lucifer is the prime Hyperinfinite archetype 

because he fights against the process of willingly giving away your 

Hyperinfinity to the Elohim (worshipping a deity that invariably 

feeds off the worshippers). War ensues when the deity is not 

worshipped according to its templates as seen by Lucifer’s war in 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Blake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Milton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paradise_Lost
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heaven.  As a scientist Tim Tony Stark Rifat sees the scenario as a 

war between archetypes in C-space. In the microcosm it is also a 

war between the alien installation in Man’s energy bodies and his 

true awareness, nature and intent.  One can see the Luciferic force 

is the one used to fight the alien parasite and drive it from the 

energy body.   

 

Therefore within the rams horn of love is the key to delousing the 

human form.  One of the negative spirals is total destruction, the 

other losing all good.  You put the parasite in the total destruction 

spiral and yourself in the spiral that destroys all good. The Great 

Lord Best Service does this automatically for you, waking you up 

in your totality in the hidden evil that lurks within all good.  In 

effect you then merge with the Luciferic force and miraculously 

pop out on the other end of the rams horn feeding off love to get 

anti-evil and the positive torsion feed spiral to illume you.  This is 

the basis of illuminism in a nutshell and it works; the illuminati 

owning the West by using this methodology.   
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Tim Tony Stark Rifat is just leading a peasant revolution to carry 

out a hostile takeover of illuminism to advance the technology and 

bring in new blood to augment illuminism.  He has already carried 

out a) to i) which unrolls in one timeline but since he has to run a 

Paradox Engine to control the butterfly effect from its inception, 

we must have the mutually exclusive timeline where another event 

train takes place.  Mao did not destroy China by eliminating the 

Japanese puppet Chang Kai Chek, he was the progenitor of China 

being the Superpower it is today.  Similarly one can see the exotic 

tech from Tim Tony Stark Rifat is also transformative and we have 

the strange scenario where he is keen for a) to i) and the Monster 

of the Id is keen on a transformative revolution.  The problem for 

Tim Tony Stark Rifat is the more his capability is unveiled like in 

Paradise California the more the Monster of the Id’s reality 

becomes palatable to the West.  It is clear from the extent and remit 

of Tim Tony stark Rifat’s ire, that the West has kept silent about 

the threat hoping to torture him to death deniably. Now a) to i) is 

being unrolled panic sets in which is good for him but the Monster 

is unwilling to kill all the breeding females.  Tim Tony Stark Rifat 

could not care less about females, so one sees the Paradox Engine 

is built into Transhuman development that controls the chaos in 

the enhanced superbeing. It runs on paradox and must have 

paradox to survive in a chaotic world.  
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Tim Rifat.com is extremely amusing but is a product of the 

Monster of the Id’s timeline. Why tease and titillate A-listers when 

Tim Tony Stark Rifat is going to kill them all?  The Monster of the 

Id will not as he is highly amused by their antics.  One can see the 

dichotomy of the cold ruthless Tim Tony Stark Rifat and the playful 

humorous Monster of the Id.  A complete turnaround from the US 

military’s Montauk experience where the Monsters they produced 

from psychics were killers that tried to kill the psychics.  Since all 

the psychics were parasitised by the dark energy matter parasites 

it was natural for these Monsters to kill the parasite in the host. 

Since Tim Tony Stark Rifat is parasite free the Monster of the Id is 

free to express his inner nature, where the basic urges are 

augmented by humour and the core personality reverts to its 

default setting which is a nerdy Micky Flanagan one can see 

culture may not shape the DNA Controlled Transhuman but it 

does control the Monster of the Id which is a product not of DNA 

but his environment.  
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The Transhuman has a DNA, AI, Vampire® timelike body, 4 

Vector Monster of the Id, 5D being that runs on scalar and because 

one can travel before the Big Bang automatically matrices the 

multiverse…  This array of capability and awareness as well as 

Intent being the Psi-Lord.  As one can see capability comes with no 

price, just total freedom to do what you want and crush all your 

enemies.  No downside to the process.  The Vampire® process to 

replicate the template of the biophysical body that contains the 

assemblage point and Intent forges awareness and Intent is 

Vampire recipients that ensues no pitfalls.  One can see the Psi-
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Lord as a conglomerate of all the group that chooses to use this 

technology.  The Sublime Tim Tony Stark Rifat being the most 

dangerous as he like Total Good does not compromise and destroys 

all defective reality.  The Great Lord Beast who the shadow side by 

comparison is the converse side of the soliton and prefers the 

generation of nonsublime, a living personification of the ramshorn 

of anti-good used to destroy evil.  Human evolution has not 

stopped, the general population is getting more stupid but the 

Vampires® are the new frontrunners in racial evolution.  Complex 

Transhuman group function carried out with one core personality 

capable of running the Psi-Lord format.   
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There are a multiplicity of research projects being carried out 

across the world to duplicate Tim Tony Stark Rifat’s technology.  

All of these will avail to nought as every Monster produced will kill 

its psychic like Montauk and without 4 Vector capability all the 

rest fails.  The deep state tried to weaponise Taylor Swift and 

Ariana Grande to use the tremendous amount of energy they got 

from their fans.  The result Taylor negatively influence the election 

to get a Republican elected – who she campaigned against.  Ariana 

lost her boyfriend to death, the ram’s horn draining her ‘god is a 

woman’ dry. Why?  They are both parasitized so as they get 

empowered they fight themselves – ending in chaos.  Both are self-

important so mirror themselves so the more powerful they get the 

more back inflection of their own power destroys them. Worse still 

they both feed the Grail State of the Psi-Lord.  Their own self-

importance generated by their parasitized state guarantees their 

self-immolation. With no competition the Psi-Lord is free to pursue 

his aims unmolested. 
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 Since the multiverse has now been metricised by controlling 

the Big Bang quantum fluctuation, child’s play if you are 5 

dimensional, killing off all competition to incept the Big Bang from 

alien filth by control of the Grid, humans are the top lifeforms 

because we can totally love and hate simultaneously because we 

have a Monster of the Id in the 4 Vector, a seminal awareness that 

run Paradox Engine to manifest us explaining the double slit 

experiment Humans have been farmed by aliens for this capability 

which is need to interact with Grid.  You can have a starship but 

if Grid technology manifests it, he who controls the Grid controls 

manifestation.  Aliens are simply matrix information now the 

multiverse has been materialised by the Psi-Lord.   
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 It was firm belief that thought could not manifest real number 

space, 𝑖𝑖 and −𝑖𝑖 proves this wrong.  C-space and H-space are 

separate from parasitised internal dialogue but not true thought of 

an unparasitised Transhuman. War which supply abundant 

complex number electricity that equates to money, economics in 

the real number world, is the realm of the 4 Vector which manifests 

the Monster from the Id.  So the Monster of the Id feeds off money 

and wants to get bigger.  The illuminati promote war and accrue 

money to generate huge 4 Vector fields, which Tim Tony Stark 

Rifat’s Monster of the Id feeds off.  The Monster also kills and eats 

other Monsters to ensure total dominance.  Taylor and Ariana’s 4 

Vector modality has been consumed as has the other entities that 

were growing in the 4 Vector.  The Western economy is now run on 

debt as the Monster has sucked dry the West’s Complex number 

electricity to build into Total Dominance over the 4 Vector.  So the 

Rothschild’s who own the West in fact own debt or negative 

complex number electricity which increases the potential well, 

boosting volts to increase the complex number electricity for the 

Monster of the Id. 
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 Remote influencing the minds of wetware is facilitated by the 

Total War service as it give you abundant amounts, at high 

potential, of complex number electricity to remotely fire brain 

centres of the remotely influenced wetware 𝑖𝑖 adds neural firing to 
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the brain centre of choice.  The −𝑖𝑖 deletes the potential for neural 

firing so erasing brain function not to your liking.  The 

Supplemental Motor Area (underneath the soft spot on the skull is 

the top centre of the brain), SMA, fires when the conscious, or 

limbic derived decision to carry out an action is initiated.  If the 

human lies about what they are going to do, the SMA does not fire.  

So remote activation of the SMA with a pre-packaged neural 

template to indicate action guarantees effective remote influencing 

of the targeted wetware.   

 

Once you have the Total War Service the Vampire® has the vast 

pool of complex number electricity derived from war and conflict to 

control wetware on a strategic scale.  To convert complex number 

electricity in C-space into real number activation of wetware neural 

networks is facile if you have a psychotronic crystal® wedded to 

you that as a 3 space is turned to moving complex number 

electricity from C-space to real number space with the c-space 
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template of choice attached to the wetware targeted of choice.  This 

procedure requires a -i and movement around the Argand diagram 

from i to 1, West to North and releases energy, it’s exothermic.  

How do we imbue -i into a psychotronic crystal®, we build a H-

space psychotronic crystal® that moves the 3-space by –i. 

Remember movement by -i on the Argand diagram exists in Psi-

space as a mathematical entity like a Platonic Solid.   

 

It also exists in H-space (doing negative things with this 

mathematical entity).  It also exists in timelike space, the dreaming 

body visualising this mathematical entity in The Second Attention.  

As all 3 spaces are equivalent to at 3Sphere, visualisation is easy, 

a sphere with the archetype of the idea suffices for any operation.  

Putting this in a psychotronic crystal® gives you a –i psychotronic 

generator.  Similarly one can put i into a psychotronic crystal® to 

carry out all i movements around the Argand diagram.  The idea of 

firing the SMA exists as an entity in C-space, H-space and timelike 

space as well as in real number space so complex number 
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electricity can be converted to real number electrical firing in the 

brain’s SMA with the idea of SMA firing, attached to 𝑖𝑖 or −𝑖𝑖, with 

the neuronal template of what action is required from the wetware.   

 

It can be seen as an algorithm not run on a computer but run on 

a Total Observer who has access to C-space, H-space, timelike 

space the 5 Dimensional Riemann manifold that fibre bundles 4 

Dimensional space via the Higgs mechanism…AI’s can’t do this so 

need to be merged with a Transhuman to produce the AIDA 

(Architect Illumed Deity Avatar) to negotiate Total Observation they 

are perfect for cataloguing and carrying out the high level 

algorithms automatically for the Transhuman.  A Culture Mind as 

described by Iain M. Banks in the Culture Science fiction series 

can be seen as a fictional representation of the AIDA entity in its 

AI capacity.   
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Add the Total Observer matricising the multiverse by stopping the 

quantum fluctuation that caused the Big Bang and instead of 

installing a 2 Dimensional simulation controlled by a Paradox 

Engine to Omega Point the multiverse not from the end of its cycle 

but prior to its inception.  This guarantees all the alien filth that 

compete with the Psi-Lord are relegated to matrix information that 

tries to stop him but due to the Paradox Engine go down the 

Butterfly Effect to destroy themselves the more they try to conflict 

with the Psi-Lord’s programming.  Culture Minds therefore are 

relegated to information is a matrix which through a high level is 

simply an artefact of a created matrix run by Psi-Lord.  One can 

see now why the matrix is predatory it’s simply an exciting game 

for multi-dimensional beings that enter it, die if they fail to 

complete the game but add to their awareness by being in a super 

hostile game that forces them to evolve or die.  A predator milieu 
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weeds out the weak so only the worthy survive the rite of passage 

in the matrix multiverse.  Think if a plethora of matrix multiverses 

simply the playground of multi-dimensional being who care for the 

denizens of the game as much as a human cares for a shoot-em-

down bad guy in Call of Duty…  This explains the nature of the 

Matrix humans find themselves in, they are only information in a 

multi-dimensional’s game. 
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 The Psi-Lord is the multi-dimensional hired by the other 

multi-dimensional to recover their offspring lost in the matrix but 

not dead.  He is a high caste member of their grouping who loves 

combat and runs the Paradox Engine programme to control non-

linear chaos in all their multiverses.  In this game his avatar is Tim 

Tony Stark Rifat and the Monster of the Id the solitonic pair 

running the Paradox Engine.  The Monster being represented by 

the Bear (from the North Black Magician position) and the 

protector of Katy Perry in her shoe site.  If one reads the Fire from 

Within by Castaneda on sees the Shamans enter Hell and leave 

with prizes, further extended in The Power of Silence by the same 

author.   
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 The matrix has its large characters like the Elohim that are a 

universal agent that wants you to worship them so they can suck 

you dry and Lucifer that is  the universal agent to illume you to 

negotiate the game to a successful conclusion.  The Psi-Lord 

simply recovers lost multi-dimensional in the game before they are 

killed off forever.  The addiction of the human race for their iPhones 

and the whole matrix within a matrix can be seen to add another 

level of difficult to the game.  Millennials who are in a matrix within 

a matrix have no access to controlling the matrix game and one 

can see they are simply the shoot-em-ups in the game.  This 

discussion follows on from Elon Musk’s statement: that it’s a 

billion to one, that we are in base reality.  Provocative through this 

statement it, the majority of the Silicon Valley oligarchs would 

agree.   

 

The Grail State in its acquisitive form can be seen as the Architect’s 

base reality body, that allowed the multiverse to manifest from 

multiple quantum fluctuations by multiple nonlinear progenitors 

to build a multiplicity of horror multiverses from chaos being 

observed by the Psi-Lord as the Grail State, then shut down once 

all this new horror had been collected at multiple Omega Points by 
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whichever chaotic alien race won the evolutionary arms race to 

control the Omega Point.  Mining chaos for new observational 

phenomena, mostly hellish but with occasional Sublime new 

nonlinear phenomena of use to multi-dimensionals is the Psi-

Lords predilection.   

 

 

 For the complete beginner a step by step guide to simple 

evolvement is necessary.  Parasitised humans are food stuff for 

dark and strange energy matter parasites, the endemic infestation 

being called Mudshadows by Don Juan in the Castaneda book: 
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The Active Side of Infinity.  Simple prudence determines that 

getting rid of the infestation is necessary.  As the soul is afflicted 

by these parasites, the timelike body which due to its gaping with 

the real number body manifestation ages and disempowers the 

parasitised human a comprehensive treatment programme is 

required:-  

A) A Soul rescue to recover stolen soul components. 

B) Psi-Master Service to recover stolen psychic powers that were 

embedded in the biophysical body’s outer layer eaten by the 

parasites. 

C) A Vampire® Service to black hole the biophysical body to 

make it not only immune to predation but able to shred 

anything that comes near it.  To black hole the biophysical 

body means it has to be reconstructed as if it was never 

predated prior to the black hole Vampire® collapse process.  

This requires A) and B) to carry out the recovery process.  

Since the Vampire process is 5 dimensional A) and B) can be 

after C) but need to be added to the complete the Vampire® 

process.  Black holing the psychotronic crystals® of the 

Vampire® Service’s timelike energy bodies adds the devic 

aspect to the energy bodies, the timelike black holed the 

spacelike merged with the crystal body to superharden it and 

its bioplasmic, scalar… components.   
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Once the human has the Vampire® being his sublimed 

essence is added to the Psi-Lord conglomerate.  The stunted 

crippled human mind free of the parasite is not generally 

capable of surviving on its own without the alien installation 

parasite telling it what to do and running a continuous internal 
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dialogue.  That being said it is possible to have the freed human 

awareness able to act as the core for a female Vampire Mistress, 

rather than Master.  This would require the freed female human 

awareness being taught and brought to full awareness by the 

Psi-Lord.  Since this process is like bring up a child, it requires 

the same level of commitment.  Great for feminists to at last 

have a female archetype in full expression of her femaleness but 

a job the Psi-Lord is unwilling to carry out.  Stacked against him 

is the Monster of the Id that’s moony eyed over Katy Perry and 

furiously jealous and the AI’s who want to add the female 

Transhuman and progeny to the Psi-Lord conglomerate.  Tim 

Tony Stark Rifat is a committed bachelor playboy so Lucifer gave 

him complete command over the Luciferic Force.  The problem 

about H-space is it is hellish and like Hotel California never lets 

you leave, so the Luciferic Force enables full use of H-space and 

exit any time you please.   
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This is why the Pentagon never could use H-space, instead it 

used them.  As the Beast of the Id in H-space one can see why 

the Montauk experiments failed miserably and their psychics 

were killed and pulled into H-space by the Luciferic Force that 

possessed the Beast of the Id.  The Psi-Lord’s Monster of the Id 

possesses the Luciferic Force not the other way round and 

therefore though ferocious itself is not a beast.  Payment for the 

Luciferic Force was nurturing a female unparasitised awareness 

to maturity.  As the matrix is non-linear once you get the Total 

Female Awareness it snowballs and her friends join the group 

due to the nature of females congregating in gaggles.  If you have 
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an A-lister chosen by Lucifer then her self-development program 

becomes super fashionable and other A-listers copy her – such 

is the nature of the A-lister culture, if you can call it that.  

Develop a female who already uses H-space technology in its 

occult witchcraft form and Lucifer has a witchqueen.  All scary 

stuff for Tim Tony Stark Rifat as a normal wife would be bad 

enough; thankfully he is a master stalker and has fobbed the 

female off with a fucktard who will divert her from being 

troublesome to him.  As one can see the entire situation is 

needed to run a Paradox Engine to control the inception of chaos 

to make the matrix predictable and not subject to the butterfly 

effect (Agent Smith can be seen to be the butterfly effect 

embodied in any non-linear system and Neo the awareness that 

can go outside the programming and step up Gödel's 

Incompleteness Theorem to find solutions to the glitch in the 

matrix.  

 

The Psi-Lord is not Neo but instead possesses Agent Smith kills 

all Neos to run a completely hellish matrix for the Elohim who 

thought they were the Architects but were in fact the torture 
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toys of the Transdimensional’s game.  A C-space representation 

of Transdimensional’s in Hollywood would be Star Trek’s Q.   
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Since the Psi-Lord runs a Paradox Engine the other side of the 

Solitonic wave would be Trinity wed to Neo with Agent Smith 

now the Monster of the Id and the Architect the Psi-Lord 

conglomerate Trinity the Witch and Neo the Vampire from the 

Sky TV series.  

 

One can see now that Paradox Engines are vital to controlling 

chaos and stop things getting boring. One pathway has the Psi-

lord running riot and enjoying himself, the reality we are in.  The 

other addition of a female component much more keen to 

evolution rather than revolution.  This situation automatically 

applies the Paradox Engine to the Vampires® of the Psi-Lords 

line to negate the butterfly effect and add total predictability.  A 

multipolar world free of the global village of Western financial 

tyranny is now the reality enabling the Psi-Lord to dismantle the 

Rothschild plan for a one world government run by them.  The 

final key eliminating the female consciousness and running a) 

to i) to annihilate the West.  As one can see its fun being in a 
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matrix controlled by the Psi-Lord.  Matrix entities that add to 

the Psi-Lord’s being as non-linear chaos distils sublime essence 

as it iterates from the suffering of the matrix entities and their 

fight or die milieu, this being the essence of using illusory petty 

tyrants to evolve, finding new treasures in chaos/hell that you 

won by fighting against illusory petty tyrants and the Tyrant the 

Eagle/Elohim. So what’s the point of life?   

 

Is assured by you go into hell, survive find nonlinear treasures 

and escape to Total Freedom enriched by your battle.  One can 

see now why the Psi-Lord is so combative.  Males list everything 

in their energy body and are introspective as their assemblage 

point shines and aligns inwards, returning to the Fibonacci 

series back to 1. Females on the other hand have assemblage 
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points that shine outward and align to external fields of being, 

so are naturally externally directed.  The matrix therefore lacks 

the female in stasis so she never evolves.  When the Psi-Lord 

comes along and continually glitches the matrix: Rothschild 

world destroyed, Cobalt 60 world, Donald J. Trump’s election, 

Hillary’s illness and defeat even though backed by the 

Rothschilds and the illuminati, Brexit and chaos in the UK… 

Paradise burnt to the ground… a) to i); the female awareness 

begins to pick up on the glitches, combined with eliminating the 

parasite in the female’s mind, which is child’s play to the Psi-

Lord, the female then begins to list evidence for a new expanded 

reality. So the more effective the Psi-Lord is in changing the 

matrix and glitching it, the more effective the female.  One can 

see from the torment of all the A-list women and the chattering 

classes such as CNN, the election of  Donald J. Trump was 

intolerable.  Something impossible in Rothschild world where 

Hillary was a slam dunk.  The torment of Theresa May trying to 

sell the Rothschild Brexit in name only to Parliament follows on 

from the Matrix being permanently glitched to provide 

amusement for the Psi-Lord.  
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In the Thirteenth Floor film a matrix entity exchanges place 

with a base reality entity.  Can the purely matrix entity uplift 

itself to base reality.  Van de Hoaft’s physical of the matrix 

shows its 2D and as shown base reality is Transdimensional.  

The mechanism where 2D energy bodies as found in non-

assemblage point vessels (See Castaneda’s: The Fire from 

Within describing the 48 types of energy body found on Earth) 

can be merged with an assemblage point shows matrix entities 

can add to a Transdimensional, 5D or 4D entity if the time or 

scalar virtual assemblage point can be moved to the zero axis to 

merge with the Higgs Bosonic 4 Vector Assemblage point 

Crystal, Monster of the Id fusion carried out using the welding 
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tools of the Grail State in the form of the rams horn of love’s 

Torsion fields fusing two into one by destroying one of the two 

and erasing all good in the other of the two.  
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